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We have measured the opti al ondu tivity  (! ) of the mixed-valent
ompound YbAl3 .  (! ) exhibits a mid-infrared peak entered at 0.150.2 eV, whi h be omes more pronoun ed with de reasing temperature (T ).
In addition, a strong depletion of the spe tral weight, i.e., a pseudogap
formation, is observed in  (! ) below  0.1 eV. A omparison of  (! ) with
the d ondu tivity indi ates the existen e of an extremely narrow Drude
peak at very low energy. Energy-dependent ee tive mass and s attering
rate of the arriers are evaluated from the opti al data, whi h indi ates the
formation of a heavy-mass Fermi liquid state within  40 meV from the
Fermi level. These observations are dis ussed in terms of the hybridization
of a ondu tion band and a narrow 4f band.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 78.20.e

YbAl3 is a valen e-u tuating (VF)

ompound whi h is gaining in reas-

T ), de Haasvan Alphen os-

ing interest re ently [13℄. At low temperature (
illations of YbAl3 were

learly observed, indi ating the formation of heavy

mass Fermi liquid with ee tive masses of 1424



m0

[2℄. The magneti

eptibility ( ) shows a lo al moment (CurieWeiss) behavior at high



T

susand
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a broad maximum at

Tmax  120 K, whi

a Kondo temperature of
ele troni

spe i

heat (

h is typi al of VF

ompounds with

 500 K. Typi ally, properties su h as  and the

Ce )

for su h VF

ompounds show

T

dependen es

that are very similar to predi tions of the Anderson impurity model (AIM).
However, re ent work on high quality single
that

rystalline YbAl3 has shown

(T ) and Ce (T ) below  40 K deviate from the predi tions of AIM. In
T range, the resistivity shows a T 2 dependen e, i.e., a Fermi liquid

the same

property. These observations suggest that ee ts of the Yb latti e may be
responsible for the deviation from AIM [3℄.
In this work, we use opti al spe tros opy to probe the interesting ele troni

EF ).

stru tures of YbAl3 near the Fermi level (

samples used in this work were high-quality single
ux method [1℄.

The opti al ree tivity

R(!)

20 meV30 eV under a near-normal in iden e.
was obtained from a measured

R(!)

The YbAl3 and LuAl3

rystals grown with a self-

was measured in the range
Opti al

ondu tivity

(!)

using KramersKronig relations [4℄.

For low-energy extrapolation, a HagenRubens formula was used [4℄. More
an be found elsewhere [5℄.
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Fig. 1. (a) Infrared opti al ree tivity R(! ) of YbAl3 and LuAl3 . (b) Opti al
ondu tivity [ (! )℄ of YbAl3 . The inset ompares low-energy  (! ) with the orresponding d , indi ated by the symbols on the verti al axis (note the logarithmi
s ale). The  (! ) urves below 0.02 eV are extrapolations.
Figure 1(a) shows
that of non-magneti
is strongly
In

R(!) of YbAl3 at temperatures 7 K  T

LuAl3 at 295 K. YbAl3 has a broad dip in

T -dependent

R(!), whi h
T.

and be omes more pronoun ed with de reasing

ontrast, LuAl3 has no su h feature, indi ating that the dip for YbAl3

f

EF . Figure 1(b) shows (!) of YbAl3 .
R(!) gives rise to a strong mid-IR peak
reasing T . At the same time, the spe tral

results from Yb 4 -related states near
It is seen that the broad dip in
in

 295 K, and

 (! ),

whi h grows with de
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weight below the mid-IR peak energy is gradually depleted with de reasing

T.

This spe tral depletion in

(!), i.e., a pseudogap formation, shows that
EF be omes small

the density of states in the region 10-50 meV away from
at low
d

T.

This may appear striking sin e YbAl3 is a good metal, with a

d

ondu tivity

ex eeding 10

6

1 m 1 at 7 K [1℄.

ompared to ea h other in the inset of Fig. 1(b), where

d

d

and

 (! )

are

are indi ated by

the symbols on the verti al axis. It is immediately apparent that a narrow
Drude peak, i.e., a very sharp rise in

(!),

should exist in the low-energy

region below the measurement range of this work. A similar spe tral feature
was rst reported for mixed-valent CePd3 [6℄, and later for many other

f -ele

tron

ompounds [7℄.

The narrow Drude peaks in these works have

been understood in terms of the ele trodynami al response of a heavy-mass
Fermi liquid, i.e., a heavy fermion plasma [8℄. Namely, the formation of a
spatially

oherent heavy fermion state leads to a large ee tive mass and a

redu ed s attering rate of the

arriers. Sin e the s attering rate is dire tly

related to the width of a Drude peak in

(!), it be

omes extremely narrow,

often observed in the mi rowave region [7℄.
In addition to the narrow Drude peak, the present data show two key
features in

(!), namely the mid-IR peak and the pseudogap below  0.1 eV.

Again, similar features have been observed for many heavy fermion and
mixed valent

ompounds. A generally a

epted me hanism leading to su h

spe tral features is a hybridization of wide

f

f

band. This



ondu tion ( ) band and a narrow

hybridization leads to the formation of a small energy gap,

and the opti al ex itation of quasiparti les a ross this gap leads to a mid-IR
peak in

(!).

Heavy fermions arise when

below the gap.

EF

is lo ated slightly above or

It is noteworthy that the spe tral variation between 7 K

and 40 K (not shown) was mu h smaller than that between 40 K and 80 K.
This may be regarded as eviden e that the development of
state is

omplete below 40 K, whi h is

showing a

EF

T2



f

hybridization

onsistent with the resistivity data

(Fermi liquid) dependen e below 40 K.

In order to obtain more information about the ele troni

stru tures near

of YbAl3 , we apply the so- alled generalized Drude analysis [7℄ to the

present data.

In this model, the energy-dependent s attering rate

and opti al ee tive mass
the opti al spe tra.

m (!) of the quasiparti

Figure 2 shows the results.

strongly suppressed at energies below

les

1= (!)

an be evaluated from

Below 80 K,

1= (!)

is

 40 meV, where it shows approxi-

!2 dependen e. This strongly suggests the formation of a oherent

Fermi liquid state. m (! ) below  40 meV be omes large with de reasing T ,

mately a

rea hing about 25 times the bare band mass at 7 K. The observed behaviors
of

1= (!) and m (!) indi

is formed within
is

lose to the

ate that a Fermi liquid state with a heavy mass

 40 meV from EF.

The mass enhan ement fa tor of 25

y lotron masses of 1424

m0

dedu ed from the de Haas
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Fig. 2. Energy-dependent s attering rate 1= (! ) and ee tive mass m (! ) normalized by opti al band bass mb for YbAl3 , obtained using the generalized Drude
model. The dotted urve in the left graph is guide to the eye, showing a ! 2 dependen e.
van Alphen data [2℄.

The observed

T

dependen es of

1= (!)

are quite similar to those previously reported for CePd3 [6℄,

m (!)
where  (! )
and

was measured to mu h lower energy (0.5 meV) than in the present work.
Hen e, although our measurement range is not su ient to dire tly observe
the narrow Drude peak in

(!),

the present data appear to have

aptured

important features of the heavy fermion dynami s in YbAl3 . Measurements
in lower-energy region are in progress, to study the heavy fermion dynami s
more quantitatively.
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